This paper has analyzed the two non-identical operative parallel system considering two units (automatic and manual one) by using regenerative point technique. For the automatic unit the concept of inspection policy has been introduced to detect the kind of failures (major or minor) before being repaired by some repair mechanism. But the manual unit is free from such inspection policy. Various important measures of reliability i.e MTSF, steady state availability, busy period of repairman and inspector, profit function has been evaluated by designing model for the system and using discrete distribution & regenerative point techniques. Profit function and MTSF are also analyzed graphically.
INTRODUCTION
I n the literature of reliability analysis many researchers had given their contribution by analyzing complex systems by using continuous distribution.Many reliability models have been discussed considering two identical / non-identical parallel unit's by many researchers including. Considering the two kinds of failure with single repair facility two unit's standby system have been analyzed by. In 2009 two dissimilar cold standby systems with three different failures and preventive maintenance have been discussed by. Thus in all these analysis, random variable is taken as a continuous distribution. But this is true only in case of large data, which is not as always possible. So in case of discrete random variable, discrete distribution is considered to be appropriate for obtaining the effectiveness of different reliability measures.
In the area of reliability using discrete distribution had given there ideas by analyzing two unit parallel system with Geometric failure and repair time distributions. Since there is always a possibility for failure of any system during in its operative conditions in different measure. So to detect the type of failure inspection is very much required which had been always ignored by the researchers, whether using conitinous or discrete distribution. Now in this paper, two non-identical parallel systems have been design with the concept of inspection policy for detecting the kind of failure where inspection and repair time are taken as geometric distribution. Initially both the unit's are in operative conditions. On the failure of an automatic unit, an inspection facility has been provided to detect the kind of failures (minor or major) to avoid any confussion for repairman. But the manual one is free from such inspection policy. System is considered to be in operative state if atleast one out of two unit's remains in its operative condition. But in case the system goes to failure state priority to get repair will be given to the manual one on the automatic unit as the repairman time taken by manual is less as compaired to other.
The model is analysed stochastically and the expressions for the various reliability measures of system effectiveness such as mean time to system failure, steady state availability, and busy period for both inspector and repairman were obtained.Graphs were also been drawn to analysed the behavior of MTSF and profit function with respect to repair and failure rate.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The following assumptions are associated with the model:
• A system consists of two non-identical units (automatic and manual one) arranged in a parallel network.
• Initially both units are in operative condition.
• System is considered to be in operative condition if atleast one of the unit's is in its operative condition. • The system is assumed to be in the failed state when both units together were in failed conditions whether the cause of failure is major or minor.
• Inspection policy is being introduced to the failed automatic unit for inspecting the kind of failures (minor or major). But the manual one is free from such inspection policy.
• A single repairman is available for repairing both types of failed unit whether the cause is major or minor one. In case of system failure preference to get repaired first will be given to the manual one on the automatic unit.
• A repaired unit's works as good as new. 
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Down State
The steady state transition probabilities from state S i to S j can be obtained
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Mean Sojourn Times
Let T i be the sojourn time in state S i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), then mean sojourn time in state S i is given by 
RELIABILITY AND MEAN TIME TO SYSTEM FAILURE
Let R i (t) be the probability that system works satisfactorily for atleast t epochs 'cycles' when it is initially started from operative regenerative state S i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3,7).
( ) ( ) Taking geometric transformation on both sides, we get
The mean time to system failure is where N P P P P P P P P P P 
AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
Let A i (t) is the probability that the system is up at epoch t when it is initially started from regenerative state S i . By simple probabilistic argument the following recurrence relations are obtained.
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BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS

Busy Period of Inspector
Let B i (t) be the probability of the inspector who inspect the failed unit before being repaired by repairman. Using simple probabilistic arguments, as in case of reliability and availability analysis the following recurrence relations can be easily developed. B (t) = q (t-1) B (t-1) + q (t-1) B (t-1) + q (t-1) B (t-1).
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Busy period of repairman
Let ′ B (t) i be the probability that the repair facility is busy in repair of failed unit when the system initially starts from regenerative state Si. Using simple probabilistic arguments, the following recurrence relations can be easily developed. B (t) = q (t-1) B (t-1) + q (t-1) B (t-1) + q (t-1) B (t-1).
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PROFIT FUNCTION ANALYSIS
The expected total profit in steady-state is
where C 0 : be the per unit up time revenue by the system. C 1 & C 2: be the per unit down time expenditure on the system.
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
The 
CONCLUSION
This paper discuss the importance of introducing inspection policy to the system having different kind of failures and also the use of discrete distribution for obtaining the effectiveness of different reliability measures.Thus the results obtained, provides an effective information and new ideas for other fellow researchers and companies to prefer such conditions for same systems as per to this paper. 
